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In this work experiments aimed at the measurement at the 
singlet scattering lengths xa and la of the NN-interaction 

np nn 
in the presence o-f a heavy spectator are described. The values 
obtained are compared with the results o-f measurements of other 
reactions. The very good agreement o-f the experimental values 
o-f la -from all breakup reactions and elastic scattering as 
well as agreement of the values of a from breakup reactions 
and disagreement with the value from the n d. —• nrty reaction 
cast doubts on the hypothesis ascribing this discrepancy to a 
3N~force. This result also suggests a stronger e-ffect of a 
violation of the charge independence principle than previously 
accepted. 

W pracy opisano eksperymenty, których celem był pomiar 
singletowych długości rozpraszania cc i a w oddziaływaniu 
NN w obecności ciężkiego spektatora. Otrzymane wartości 
porównano z wynikami pomiarów w innych reakcjach. Bardzo dobra 
zaodnoSć wartości doświadczalnych Ła ze wszystkich reakcji 

np 
breakupu i elastycznego rozpraszania a także zgodność wartości 
a. z reakcji breakupu i niezgodność z wartością, otrzymana z 
reakcji n~d —• nny stawia pod znakiem zapytania hipotezę 
przypisująca, istnienie tej sprzeczności sile 3-nukleonowej. 
Wynik ten sugeruje też większy efekt łamania zasady 
niezależności ładunkowej niż przyjmowano dotychczas. 

В работе описаны эксперименты предназначены для измерения 
синглетных длин нуклон-нуклонного рассеяния Ł<z и Ł<z в 
присутствии тяжелого спектатора. Полумены величины сравнены с 
результатами измерений в других реакциях. Очень хорошие 
согласие экспериментальных значений а из всех реакций 
развала и упругого рассеяния а также согласие значений а из 

T\Tt 

реакции развала и расхождение значения полученого из реакции 
n'd —• ппу противоречит гипотезе обясняюшей существование этого 
расхождения через трехнуклонную силу. Этот результат вызывает 
также больший чем предсказыванный прежде эффект несохранения 
принципа зарядовой независимости. 
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•1. INTRODUCTION 

The nuci eon—nucleon interaction has been an abject of 
continuous studies, both theoretical and experimental, for 
several decades. There are two major reasons -for this. In 
the conventional nuclear physics, where the deepest insight 
into nuclear systems ends at the nucleonic degrees o-f 
-freedom, the nucleon-nucleon potential is always a starting 
point in the construction of models describing the nuclear 
structure and nuclear reactions. On the ether hand, we know 
that nucleons are composite particles the structure of which 
is governed mainly by the strong and electromagnetic 
interactions. The quantum chromodynamics (QCD), probably the 
ultimate theory of hadranic systems, is in an early stage of 
development, especially in the nonpertubative regime, and at 
low energies the nucleon-nucleon system serves as a good 
testing ground for invented models and methods. Therefore, 
the detailed knowledge of the low energy nucleon-nucleon 
interaction is of great importance. The potential des¬ 
cription of this interaction and the use of the non-
relativist i с equation of motion, the Schrodinger equation, 
provides a clean theoretical framework for an analysis of 
experimental data. This is especially important for three-
nucleon systems, essential in studies of the off-shell— 
behavior of the nucleon-nucleon potential. The exact 
formalism for solving the three—body problem (Faddeev 
equations) has been in existence since 1960 CFad601, but only 
recently has a rigorous solution been found for realistic 
nucleon-nucleon potentials ESas86,Wit88D. This formalism 
allows us to study also the three-body force which appears in 
a three-nucleon system when the Hilbert space is limited to 
the nucleonic degrees of freedom. 



The very attractive dream of deriving the 

nucleon-nucleon potential directly from basic interactions 

between quarks and gluons is, unfortunately, far from being 

realized yet. On the other hand, it is known that potentials 

derived from the m»5on exchange theory describe the 

properties of the nucleon-nucleon system quite well. The 

most challenging problem is to find where the meson 

theoretical picture breaks down. As usual in such 

situations, of particular interest are basic symmetries 

imposed by the theory, one of them being the isospin 

conservation principle. The degree of its violation can be 

tested by comparing the singlet scattering lengths for the 

pp—f np- and nn-systems. Meson-theoretical NN-potentials 

should reflect the isospin dependence and, in particular, 

they should reproduce the empirical values cf the low energy 

scattering parameters. However, the experimental situation 

is, far from satisfactory. In particular, the nn-scattering 

length has not been measured directly yet and indirect 

measurements have yielded divergent results. It is in¬ 

dispensable to solve this problem before one can proceed to 

more complex questions. 

The main aim of this work is to study the np- and 

nn-singlet scattering lengths in completely different 

reactions than used previously: B&Cp, pnJ>*Be and 
& e 

BeCn,nnJ Be. In these reactions two nucleons interact in 

the presence of a heavy spectator ( Be ). The values of the 

singlet scattering length obtained in such experiments shed 

new light on the two interesting problems in the few-nuclson 

systems: 
(i> the degree of violation of the isospin, 

<ii) the role of the three-nucleon-force at continuum 

energies. 

The next chapter deals with the basic questions and 

facts concerning the NN-interaction. The experimental 

verification of the violation of the isospin conservation fk 
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pL& is reviewed as wo) 1 „ Special attention is paid to 
the low enerry scactering parametsrs. Chapter 3 is a brief 
discussion от the three-nucłeon force effects in tew nucleon 
systems. Chapter 4 contains an outline of theoretical models 
which enable us to extract the low energy scattering 
parameters from breakup reactions in few—nucleon systems. 
Chapter S i s devoted to a description of experiments on the 
uBeCp, pn>aB& and °B&Cn, nnJ^Be reactions in quasi-two-body 
con-figurations performed in this work. Special attention is 
paid to the measurement of the neutron induced Se-breakup 
reaction as this experiment reached the very limits af 
present technical possibilities. Theoretical analysis of the 
measured cross section is also discussed. Conclusions and 
outlook are presented in the last chapter. 



2. NUCLEON-NUCLEON INTERACTION 

From the*point of view of the conventional nuclear 

physics nuclei are complex systems consisting of 

structureless nucleons interacting pairwise. In principle, 

the dynamics of nuclei can be solved, if the interactions 

between nucleons are known. One tries to apply the 

potentials derived from the free nucleon-nucleon data 

assuming that they do not change in the presence of other 

nucleans. 

Interaction of nucleons also has a more fundamental 

value. Their exploration stimulated the growth of theories 

explaining the nature of hadronic matter. Perhaps one of the 

most fruitful hypotheses in this field was made by Yukawa in 

1935. He assumed that the nuclear force is mediated by an 

exchange of a finite-mass meson CVuk353, where the finite 

mass has to reflect the short range of the nuclear force that 

has been well experimentally established. Five decades of 

the meson-field theoretical approach to the nucleon-nucleon 

interaction brought a fairly good explanation of empirical 

data within, generally, a few percent accuracy. 

2.1. The Meson-Exchange Pictxtre of the Nxicleon-Nuclean Force 

The historical idea of Yukawa that the nuclear force is 

mediated by a non-zero-mass particle has undergone sever" 

modifications because it turned out that exchange of a single 

pion is insufficient to explain the observed behavior of 

nucleon-nurleon phase-shifts. It was necessary to introduce 

multi-pi on exchanges <2n-exchange predominantly) and 

contributions from the exchange of heavier mesons (p, w 
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etc.). Fortunately, these contributions occupy different 
domains in the range of the nucleon—nucleon force, which 
simplifies the calculations because they can be introduced 
into the description step by step. There are three such 
domains: 

(i> г ł 2 fл (long range), 
(ii) I fm < г 5 2 fm (intermediate range), 

(iii) r < 1 fm (short range). 

In the peripheral nucleon-nucleon collisions the 
interaction is dominated by a single pion exchange providing 
the long—range central and tensor force. The intermediate 
range attraction is generated by a complicated 2тт exchange. 
The uncarrelated as well as resonant (p—meson) exchange has 
to be included. The short range repulsion and the spin-orbit 
interaction can be reasonably generated by an exchange of the 
«-meson. However, it is expected that the meson—exchange 
picture breaks down in this region and quark effects come 
into play. 

In the construction of meson-theoretical potentials one 
can distinguish three classes of solutions of the problem. A 
consideration of just an exchange of single mesons leads to 
the formulation of the one—boson—exchange—potential (OBEP) 
CTou753. The medium-range attraction, due to the complicated 
2;r-exchanges, is parametrized in the simplest approach with 
the help of the fictitious cr-meson with the coupling constant 
as a free parameter. A more rigorous way of evaluating 
multi—pion exchange contributions is by making use of 
dispersion relations. Such a calculation automatically 
includes uncorrelated- as well as correlated—exchange 
contributions and supplies the nucleon-nucleon amplitude on 
the energy shell. The famous Paris potential CLacSOD is 
probably the best example. In many applications, however, 
the nucleon-nucleon force, with uniquely defined off-shell 
behavior, is required. Only very sophisticated 

11 



field-theor<?•":ical calculations, where cne directly evaluates 

all Feyn;nan diagrams that are supposed tc; be important, may-

provide such a -force. A recent example of this kind is the 

Bonn potential CMac873. 

2.2. Isospin Invariance 

Symmetry, properties have always played an important role 

in nuclear systems. The magnitude of effects due to the 

violation of symmetry principles imposed by the theory 

determines the limits of validity of the theory, so an 

intensive search -for such effects is justified. In the case 

of the nucleon-rucleon interaction, three symmetry principles 

are of particular interest: parity, time reversal and isospin 

invariance. The first two sre not considered in this work. 

Present state of investigation of the time reversal and 

parity violation is presented elsewhere CAdeBó]. 

Isospin invariance for strong interactions was 

postulated by Heit-enberg in 1932 CHei32D. Although, from the 

viewpoint o-f QCD, this invariance seems accidental and as 

such cannot be tr-uaied as basic, it appears very useful in 

investigating the nucleon-nucleon force. It makes possible a 

simple classification of the NN t—matrix, and tests of the 

isospin invariance breaking provide an insight into the 

nature of strong interactions. A theoretical formalism of 

isospin is analogous to that of ordinary spin. One considers 

a neutron and a proton to be members of an isospin doublet 

with the isospin projection quantum numbers +1/2 and -1/2, 

respecti vel у. 

The full isospin invariance leads, in its basic form, to 
the charge indepen. ?nce principle (CD. The CI assumes that 
the nuclear inter/ tion hamiltonian H is invariant under 
arbitrary rotations in the three-dimensional isospace. Thus, 
the charge independent NN-potentials do not mix the T=O and 
T=l states and are identical for T =0, ±1 substates of the T=l 
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state. 

A weaker -form o-f the isospin invariance is known as the 
charge symm&try (CS). It requires H to be invariant under 
180° rotation about the 1- lor 2-) axis, which is represented 
by the P operator: cs 

This is equivalent to stating that the strong -force does not 
change, i-f all the members o-f the hadronic system are 
replaced by their charge symmetric counterparts in the same 
spin-space state (e.g. neutrons onto protons and vice versa, 
for tne nucleonic system). 

Henley LHen69D has introduced a useful classification of 
the NN-interactions with respect to the isospin. The most 
general NN-potential can be expressed as a sum of the 
following terms: 

V (ij> = А-С 1ч- T(i)'T(j)3 isoscalar, 
i 

V (ij) = B-ET <i) T (j)--r(i) T ( J ) 3 isotensor, 
V (ij) = C-CT <i)+r (j)3 isovector, 3 а э ' 
V (ij) = D C T <i)-T (j)D Ca(i)»j)3i! 
4 Э Э IJ 

5 5 С 
+• E•LT<i)хт(j)3 •t5(i>x5(j)1 С isovector, 

whe-e A, B, C, D, and E are space—spin functions. The 
dom ant part of the nuclear force, V , fulfills CI (and CS). 
The isotensor po ential of type V breaks CI but fulfills CS. 
V interaction breaks CS and CI as well but affects the nn 
э 
and pp systems only. The V acts only in the np system and 
couples to the angular momentum L . so it can be observed at 
higher energies only-

In hadronic systems one can distinguish three classes of 
isospin viclating effects: <i> direct effect of 
electromagnetic interactions, (ii> indirect effect of 
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interplay between electromagnetic and strong interactions, 

<iii) purely hadronic effect caused by the up— and down—quark 

mass difference. The challenging problem here is the 

isolation, both theoretical and empirical, of those effects. 

2. 3. CI and CS Breaking at Low Energies 

The largest class of the isospin invariance testing 

experiments concerns the NN-scattering. At lowest energies, 

where the elastic cross section is dominated by the S-wave 

amplitude, the e//ec£ive range expansion provides a very 

sensitive tool, i.e. the singlet scattering length, for 

testing the potential strength. The behavior of S and S 
о 1 

phase shifts can be approximated as follows: 

* cot 6 = - - + 4 r At2 - P r3 At* + ..., 
о a. 2 о о 

where h is the relative momentum of two nucleons. The 
scattering length ot, the effective range r and the constant 
P in the shape—dependent correction are the parameters 
carrying the information about the interaction potential. In 
this approximation we loose sensitivity to the details of the 
shape of the potential, but close neighbourhood of the 
virtual state (*S ) makes the singlet scattering length 

о 
especially sensitive to the strength of the potential. The 
origin of this sensitivity may be explained as follows: The 
relationship connecting the variation of the potential depth 
with that of scattering length reads, in Born Approximation 
CJacSOJ, as follows: 

00 
6a. ft m. a* f or u*<r> <5V . J о о 

The т. denotes the nucleon mass and и <г) is the radial wave 
о 

function at zero energy normalized according to 
sin(*r+<5 ) 

и —* 2_ f (r -» со). 
° sin<<5 

о 
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For a square well potential o-f the depth V and radius R one 
obtains 

a = R Г _ tan KR1 4 KR J 
with К = (2m\f/fiZiiyzT which gives: 

tan KR - K R 

6a/a = I cos2KR • ÓC(KR)23/(KR)2. 
KR - tan KR 

The (KR> is proportional to the potential strength VR2 and 

for the nucleon-nucleon system the a/R % -10. Finally we get 

6a/a JS 14-6(VR2)/(VR2>, 

so the magnification factor is about 14. 

Since the low-energy scattering parameters provide the 

best tests for the isospin invariance breaking in the 

NN—system, the experimental situation in this field should be 

reviewed. 

2.3. i . The pp System. 

From the three values of the singlet scattering length 

for the NN-system, just the *а is charged with the largest 
pp uncertainty despite the high precisian of pp—scattering dat* 

СКпеббЗ. Unfprtunately, the theoretical analysis of the data 
is quite advanced. First of all, the interplay of the 
nuclear and the long range electromagnetic interactions 
(mainly Coulomb and vacuum polarization effects) modifies the 
standard effective range expansion formula. Furthermore, 
parameters <4eK , *rŁ , V Е ) therein contained refer to the 

pp PP PP 
hadronic interactions in the presence rather than in the 
absence of the long range electromagnetic force. The 
analysis of the elasic pp-cross section by Heller СHel673 
yields the following results: 
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УаЕ = -7.817 ± 0.007 fm, pp 
V Е = 2.810 ± 0.018 fm, pp 
V E = 0.035 ± 0.009, pp 

However, these values are unsatisfactory; we are interested 
in the pp scattering parameters which are compatible with 
those o-f the np~ and nn— systems, so the long range 
electromagnetic effects have to be removed. This can be done 
by regarding the Coulomb and the vacuum polarization 
potentials as a perturbation of the model nuclear potential 
CJac5O3. Compiled results by several authors have been 
quoted by Henley CHen693: 

*a ~ -17.0 ± 0.2 fm, 4r = 2.83 ± 0.03 fm. pp pp 

Those pretty accurate values were considered 
correct until a depressing result by Sauer and Wall iser 
CSau773: They showed that the calculated electromagnetic 
effects in the low energy pp scattering strongly depend on 
the unknown pp-wave function at short distances, thus the 
uncertainty of at least 2 fm should be assigned to the а . 
The influence of the short range pp—wave function on the *r 
is insignificant. 

2. 3. 2. The np System 

The most accurate experimental effectixye range 
parameters have been obtained for the np-system. Since the 
long range electromagnetic interactions do not disturb the 
analysis of the elastic cross section there, the 
uncertainties of the effective range parameters are directly 
linked to experimental errors, those being sufficiently 
small. In the np-system the spin-singlet and spin-triplet 
states contribute simultaneously, thereby allowing for the 
extraction of both *a and *a . Lomon and Wilson CLom74] 

np np 
have analyzed all the high precision np-elastic scattering 
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data below 14 MeV collected until 1973 and have obtained the 
fal lowing set of the effective range parameters: 

a = -23.719 ± 0.013 fm, 
5.414 ± O.OO5 fm 

г = 2.76 ± 0.05 fm, 
np 
np 1.750 ± 0.005 fm. 

The scattering length a. also has been extracted from 
np 

the three—body reactions where the np pair appears in the 
exit channel CBoy69,Jer69,Bru70,Kue723 (table 1). Although 
the accuracy is then poorer, the values are statistically 
consistent. The weighted mean value o-f them 

np - -23.34 ± 0.32 fm 

very well agrees with the value from the np elastic 
scattering. 

Table 1. 77ve np-singlet scat taring length deduced from. 
r&actions 

Reaction 

pd —* ppn 
w 

к 

tBHe —• pn*He 

a f fm. np 

-23.8 ± O.5 
-24.2 ±1.2 
-22.7 ± O.5 
-21.0 ± 3.O 

Re*. 

CBru7O3 
CKue723 

np - -23.34 ± 0.32 fm 

2. 3. 3. Ttxe nn System. 

The situation of the effective range parameters for the 
nn-system is oposite to that of the p*c-syste«: there are no 
theoretical difficulties with direct electromagnetic 
corrections but an experiment of the free лп-scattering has 
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not yet been carried out. Such an experiment is -feasible and 
there is no doubt that it will be success+ul łу performed in 
•future. This opinion is supported by an impressive progress 
in the technique of handling the colliding neutron beams 
created by synchronized thermo-nuclear explosions CGla851. 
Up till now the low energy nn—scattering parameters have been 
obtained in an indirect way, i.e, -from nuclear reactions. 
Consider a nuclear reaction where two neutrons appear among 
the reaction products: 

A + b —• n + n + c + ... 

By means o-f kinematical conditions we can choose the part of 
the phase-space that is dominated by the low-energy 
nn-interaction in the final state (FSI>. Effects of the FSI 
between neutrons and the remaining particles should be 
included in theoretical calculations of the cross section. 
Such an approach so far has been applied to the following 
reactions: n~d —• nnyf nd —• nnp, td —> nn He, and tt —• 
nn*He. 

n d —• nny Reaction 

The radiative capture of slow negative pions by 
deuterons was already proposed in 1951 CWat513, but a 
satisfactory result was achieved in 1984 only CGab841: 

*a = -18.5 ± 0.4 fm, *r = 2.80 ± 0.11 fm. nn nn 

The authors measured and analysed the inclusive spectrum of 
photons. They also estimated the so called theoretical 

uncertainties of 4<a and *r , which reflect some dependence 
nn nn 

of the obtained values on the model used and which are less 
than 0.2 fm and 0.1 fm, respectively. This fairly accurate 

value of the *<a was later confirmed by the measurement of 
neutrons in coincidence with photons, thus in complete 
kinematics £Sch873: *a = -18.7 ± 0.6 fm. One should- admit 

nn 
that there also exist three earlier and less accurate results 
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-from the kinematically complete measurements 
CHad65,Nyg68,Sal753 <cf. table 2 ) . They are statistically 
consistent with the above ones. The weighted average o-f 
those five values -finally is: 

< а > = 
nn 

-18,34 ± 0.31 fm. 

ru± nnp Reac t i on 

The breakup reaction nd —• nnp is just one of many 
few—body reactions with two neutrons in the final channel but. 
has numerous advantages. Below the pion production threshold 
it can be treated as a three-body reaction. Since all 
participating particles interact via short-range forces, the 
reaction can be analyzed in the framework of the exact 
Faddeev formalism. Thus, the np~ bachgroxmet amplitude, 
interfering with the nn-FSl, can with the same degree of 
accuracy be treated as the rm-amplitude itself. A model 
3N—-force can, if necessary, also be included. The required 
experimental accuracy is another problem. Still, a slow but 

Table 2. The nn-singlet scattering parameters ded.xi.cedi from, 

n d —• nny reacti on 

a 
nn 

-16.4 
-18.42 
-16.7 
-18.5 
-18.7 

/ 

+ 

i 
± 

fm 

1.3 
1.53 
1.3 
0.4 
0.6 

nn 

2.8О 

/fm 

— 
-
-
±0.11 
— 

Ref. 

EHatfftSl 
ГМУ9&83 
CSal713 
С&аЬв43 
CSch87J 

<*a > = -18.34 ± 0.31 
< r > 

nn 
2.80 ± 0.11 f« 
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~>tec',Jy de vi-'-l moment of quality of neutron г.еялй and aieasurinq 
'- trcr.ni uues can be seen. 

The above scheme is. ur-fcrtunately, just an amfci tirjUE 
огссгаш for the future rather than a routine procedure to be 
followed now. The rm-singlet scatt«rir,c Ir-nqtb fiab been 
extracted from the nd— breakup cross section by a number o-f 
authors. Meet o-f those? works corr.e from the early sixsties 
•:.ni' refer *-.o the Watscn-Ki gdal nodel analyses of inclusive-

'^•i-r-ra. Kir-eniat icai 1 у coiTiDlete measurements of the 
nd--breaf c;j reaction sppear sd in the seventies when the 
r«,;.!eev ::alc;.\lr.:2ons with separable ootsntials -iiso became 
svsiiable. Ar. excellent rsvi FW cf esrly яс2-Ьге>'кио woi'l:s, 
aimed л-: ;v,, <?:-.• traction of a c&mp I •. L :»••: bv Kuhn CKL'.e753« 
wili net: be : -seated here. It sl-.o ; тс! Lidos the Łine-
mat i cal i >' ir-comoiete лэагаг esients. Hie =cattai" inq length 
cfeti-. c.ed -f г ~- -л such тгг-.sure.'nents is е;;1ге,1,с;у model d=pencient 
t?nd it ; ;• c-r actical 1 у impossible to Tirid ?mong the reporteo 
values &r,\ canvincing systeir.atics. The determi ns,z i OP cf the 
nn-scattsrinc length from kinematical1 у complete measure¬ 
ments, however, is to a good approximation independent o+ 
normalisation of the cross section and of the theoretical 
model used. In particular, the simnle Watson—Migdal model is 
a sufficiently reliable tool <cf. also discussion in section 
4.1.2). Using different theoretical models one obtains 
practically the same result within 0.4 fm CTer87D. In the 
following we refer to the kinematicaily complete measurements 
only (table 3 ) . The weighted mean cf these values is: 

<Ła > = -16.63 ± 0.35 fm. 
nn 

The &//&ctii>» range- parameter r can be determined by 
fitting the absolute cross section in a recion of auasi-free 
scattering (QFS). As shown by theoretical calculations, the 
QFS-cross section is sensitive to the or.-shel 1 amplitude only 
and the on-shelI parameter r can be deduced properly, 

nn 
though less accurately than a CSou793. Table 3 summarises 

nn 
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Tafcie 3. The nn-singl&t scattering parameiers d&dxic&d. from. 

rui —» та\р ге>ас L i on 

.1 

-16 
-17 
-16 
-16 
-16 
-16 

-16 

a. 
rs 

. 1 

. 1 

.0 

.8 
T 

-r 

.9 

n •' 

+ 
+ 

-

-

-

' * • . 

0.9 
0.3 
1.2 
1.3 
1.0 
1.6 

0.6 

1 г nn 

3.4 
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Theory 

Faddeev 
W.-M. 

Faddeev 
W.-M. 
Faddeev 
Faddeev 
Faddeev 
Faddeev 
Faddeev 
Faddeev 

Ref. 

CZei723 
CMcN72D 
CBre743 
CBre74D 
CZei743 
Ckec753 
СSou793 
EWit791 
Q6ur8O3 
CWit8O3 

<^a. > = -16.63 ± 0.35 fm 
< Г 2.68 ± 0.13 fm 

the best results obtained from the nd—breakup reaction with 
the weighted average being: 

<v = 2.68 ± 0.13 fm. 

d t —• nn He Reac t i on 

Two kinem<?tically complete measurements of the reaction 
3MCd,n3He?n at 3.3 Mev1 CGro713 and *HCd,nrxJ3H& at 8.5 MeV 
CJer73 3 were performed. The angles of the detectors were 
chosen in such a way as to minimize the influence of the 
resonant part of the n.3He-background amplitude (excited state 
cf *He). The Watson-Migdal analysis of both measurements 
nave la - -16.0 ± 1.0 fm and -16.2 ± 1.2 fm, respectively. 

nn 
The weighted average is 
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z > = -16.1 ± 0.8 fm. nn 

tt —• nn He Reaction 

Kiihn and coworkers have measured the cross section of 
the reaction 3H(t,no0n at 1.39 Mev" CKue72] and analysed the 
nn-KSI enhancement within the Watson-Migdal model. A 
contribution from the n We-background amplitude was evaluated 
in the Born Approximation and added incoherently. The value 
of Ła derived from the reaction HCt.ncOn is: nn 

*a = -15.0 ± 1.0 fm. 
nn 

The values of a obtained in the reactions dt —• nn He nn 
and tt —• nn*H<s agree, within the experimental accuracy, with 
those of the reaction nd —• nnp and are significantly 
different from the value of n d —• 

The above discussion does not help to specify the values 
of the a to be chosen for the determination of the 

nn 
empirical value of the difference a. - a , a measure of the 

nrt np' 
Cl breaking effect, caused by the V term in the 
NN—potential. Taking the most accurate values of *а from 

nn 
the n d —• nny and nd —• imp experiments leads to the double 
valued result: 

5.2 ± 0.5 fm, 
n n np 6.8 ± 0.6 fm. 

An explanation of the difference between Ła and ta was 
nn np 

looked for on the mesoniс level, since various members of 
isomultiplets n, p, N, and Д contribute to the nn- and 
np-scattering. Taking into account the different masses and 
charges of those particles leads to *a -*а л 4.5 fm 

nn np 
CChe8fc3, which explains about 85 percent of the first 
experimental value and only 65 percent of the second one. 
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The similar difficulty appears while measuring the CS 
violation caused by a V —potentials 

-1.5 ± 2.0 fm. 

However, because of the large uncertainty of *а both the 
pp difference and its ambiguity are hardly conclusive. 

2. 4. CI and CS Breaking at Higher Energies 

The presence of the V -potential in the NN-interaction 
can be explored in measurements of the np polarization 
observables at intermediate energies. The CS imposes 
equality between certain proton- and neutron-polarization 
observables: polarizations of the outgoing neutrons and 
protons P and P . analyzing powers A and A , and spin 

rt p' n p 

correlation coefficients С and С . From two famous 
experiments, aiming at precisely measuring left-right 
asymmetries (TRIUMF CAde86D, IUCF EVig863>, only the first 
one has been completed, giving the preliminary value 

ДА = A (£>-A <0> = 0.0037 ± 0.0017 (±0.0008 systematic) 
n p 

at the zero cross-over angle. This result can be well 

explained within the meson exchange theory CMil863. 

2.5. Isospin Invariance in Other Hadronic Systems 

Experiment* testing the isospin invariance are not 

limited to the NN-systera. A large class of the isospin 

breaking effects has been also found in other hadronic 

systems. The most spectacular examples are listed below: 

(i) An upper limit of CI breaking effects of 4 % has been 

deduced from the difference of elastic cross sections 

<y{n*p) and aln p) at the peak of the £3,33 resonance 

CPed781. 
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(ii) The mass difference between two charoe states of the 
A-resonance 

т(Д°>--т<Д++> = 2.7 ± 0.3 MeV. 
It САП be well explained by the constituent quark mass 
difference and the Coulomb effect CPed78D. 

(iii) Asymmetries in the differential cross sections for 
elastic scattering of charged pions from W, H, Me 
and *H&. They can be satisfactorily explained in terms 
of the external Coulomb effect. 

(iv) The 81 ± 29 keV binding energy difference between H 
and И& remains unexplained if the isospin invariance 
of the NN-interaction is assumed СВга7ЭЗ. 

. 6. 

The main issue of the above discussion is that the 
charge dependence of the NN—potential is significant- It is 
especially important at low energies where S- and P-waves 
dominate the scattering, like that in the FSI-configuration 
of the nd-breakup reaction. However, neither of the 
realistic, meson—theoretical potentials (Bonn, Paris) are 
manifestly charge dependent. It is absclutely necessary to 
remove this defect be-fore using them in the rigorous Faddeev 
calculations of the 3N—system which aim at the study of the 
fine effects like these induced by a 3N-force. To this 
purpose the empirical value of Ła must be at first well 

nn 
established. 
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3. THE: THREE-NUCLEON FORCE 

When constructing the nonrelati vistic hamiltonian of a 
nuclear system that: consists of N nucleons, one usually has 
to consider the potential energy terms which simultaneously 
depend upon the coordinates of one, two, three etc. nucleons." 

v(x.x,...,x) = > v ( x ) + ) v (x ,x ) ••-
i. i < j 
V < X , K , X ) * . . . + J v (x ,x .„..,к ) . > 

In a conventional microscopic description of nuclear-
systems, the potential energy has usually been restricted to 
the first two terms of th& above formula. Assuming that 
nucleons conserve their identity in nuclei and interact vio 
forces identical with those cf two-nucleon system, one tries 
to deduce the properties of heavier systems. On the whole 
such an approach is successful, which implies that the 
effects of many-body forces, i.e. the forces depending upon 
coordinates of three or more nucleons in an irreducible «чз.у, 
sre rather small. The term irreducible way means that we 
have to exclude contributions from successive two—body 
interactions leading to many-body correlations rather than to 
genuine many-body farces. The three-nuclean force is 
probably the most important of many-body -forces and can 
already manifest itself in a three-nucleon system. 

3.t. Models of Three-Nucleon Force 

Both theories of strong interactions, the QCD and neson 
theory (MT>, foresee the processes which on the nucleoniс 
level lead to a many-body potential. This always happens 
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while constructing an effective theory o-f interactions 

between composite particles (here nucleons), even if basic 

interactions between constituents (quark, gluons or mesons) 

are strictly pairwise. Fig. 1 ilustrates model 3NF as seen 

•from the QCD (a) and the MT (b) viewpoints. Diagram (a) 

results from antisymmetrization of quarks among three—quark 

clusters (nucleons) CMalB53, while diagram (b) shows the 

meson exchange processes leading to the excitation and decay 

of a nucleon. It is important to note that diagrams from 

fig. 1 represent the lowest order contributions only. An 

exchange of heavier mesons (e.g. p-meson) and a simultaneous 

excitation of more than one nucleon are also possible. A 

construction of QCD motivated 3N—potentials is at an initial 

stage and none of them has yet been applied in the 3N 

calculations at that level of precision like that arising 

X 

LfJ 
A 

Fig. i. Three-nxicleon force terms arising from: Ca> anti-

sim&trization of the 9-quarK wave function, <TW 

two-meson-exchange with, intermediate excitation of 

a n-ucleon, Cc> 2n—exchange with intermediate 

excitation of a A-isobar. 



-from MT. There-fore this discussion will be limited to 
meson-theoretical 3N-potentiais. 

As the long-range NN-interaction is dominated by a 
опе-pion exchange it is worthwhile to assume that the nti 
amplitude will be essential in a long-range part of 3NF. 
Moreover, at low energies, the P-wave nN-scattering exhibits 
a resonant behavior with a pronounced Д—isobar. These simple 
observations lead to the construction of the Fujita-Miyazawa 
3NF model CFuj573 diagramatically represented in fig. lc. 
The frN—amplitude appears off the mass shell here and the 
information obtained from the nN-scattering is not sufficient 
to extrapolate the amplitude from the real to the virtual 
pions. 

The above difficulty motivated the Tucson-Melbourne 
group to develop the 3N—potential, where the off-shell 
nN-amplitude is to be constrained by the results of current 
algebra and the partial conservation of axial current (PCAC) 
CCoo753, before implementing it into the 3N-potential. The 
resulting 3N-potential is the most common in the present 
practical calculations CCoo792. 

There also exist a number of other model 
3N-potentials. Perhaps the most important are: 

(i) Brazilian (with massless pions) ССоеВЗЭ, 
(ii) Urbana-Argonne (phenomenołogical) CSch86D, 
(iii) Hannover (coupled channels approach) CSau86D. 

All of the above potentials have free parameters, one of 
them being the mass cutoff parameter Л in the nN-vertex -form 
factor. The magnitude of the 3N-force effects largely 
depends on Л, but it has not yet been determined. One hopes 
that precise experimental results will, in conjunction with 
rigorous calculations with and without a 3N—potential, help 
to separate 3N-force effects in physical observables, thus 
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•rial ;ng i.h-7- determination of Л possi t le , 

3.i::. Siv.firi^'Ul Evidences far Jhree-Ыисleon Force 

The term em.p i r l с a I evidence is used here to describe a 
situation when there is a definite discrepancy between an 
experimental observable and a corresponding theoretical 
calculation involving realistic two-nucleon potentials only 
(eg. Paris, Bonn). Apart from clearly &i\pirical evidence, 
very rare and practically limited to 3N—systems, there exist 
a number of hints -for 3N—forces. They are the situations 
w-̂ fM tn& 3N—potential improves t>>e agreement between 
o:perifnent лг.-j theory, althougi"i there is no clear cut between 
2h- ,-.nd 3N-effe?cts. 

Я. 2, t. Thr&e—N-ac I &an System 

The ?;-orce has been most thoroughly -studied within the 
conte1- t с •• t̂ -? 3N—system. The present state cf cflculation 
of the bcand-statr? properties of 3N—system involving only 
2N-potentisls has been surveyed in ref. CGib883. Although 
the overall -jgreement with the experiment is reasonable, the 
calculations base;! on just the 2N—potentials fail to properly 
predict the following quantities: 

(i) the triton binding energy (about i MeV too small), 
<ii) too small rms radii (about 0.1-0.2 fm), the shape of 

the experimental charge form factor, as a function of 
the transfered momentum squared \<~ badly reproduced, 

(iii) the too small binding energy difference ДЕ ( И- Н&) , 
В 

fiv) the about 10 percent too small D-state to S-state wave 
•function normalization constants ratio (С /С ), 

(v) the about two times to large nd-doublet scattering length a . nd 

The n<2-doublet scattering length (zero kinetic, energy 
scattering amplitude) is not strictly a bound-state property 



but is o-ften grouped with other ones because it strongly 
correlates with the triton binding energy 'Phillips line 
Lpbi773>, similar to other quantities Listed above CGibBSH. 
It has been shown that the inclusion a* the T-N-pctrnti al does 
not affect this correlation ССЬеВбаП, which re-flects fact 
that all the above quantities are control led by the same, 
peripheral, part of the trinucieon wave -function. Thus any 
model interaction reproducing the experimental triton binding 
energy should automatically and correctly provide other bound 
state observables. 

Inclusion of the 3N-potential improve?- the agreement 
between experimental and theoretical trinucieon bound state 
observable? L'Sas861. This is the case for almost all model 
3N—forces now available CGib883. The results, however, are 
very sensitive to the mass cutoff parameter. The recomended 
value Л = 800 MeV yields a somewhat too strong additional 
binding. This may be due to the neglected n-p and P~p 
contributions to the model 3N—force as well as to the fact 
that the problem of the mass cutoff parameter remains 
unsolved. 

Investigations of the 3N-system at positive energies 
offer new possibilities for studying the effects of the 
3N—force. First of all, the spin—quartet component of the 
trinucieon wave function, absent in the trinucieon bound 
state, becomes accessible here. Secondly, the angular 
dependence of the 3N-potential can be studied by measuring 
the scatterinc observables in different kinematical 
configurations. 

Kinematically complete measurements of the nd —» nrtp and 
p<± —• ppn breakup reaction are of special interest. 
Approximated calculations over the whole phase space 
CKlo73,Mei843 revealed two particularly interesting 
kinematical regions: the space-star and the col linear 
configurations. In the symmetrical space—star configuration 
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the end points of center—of-mass momenta of outgoing nucleons 
farm an equilateral triangle in a plane perpendicular ta the 
incident momentum <fig. 2a>. The collinear configuration 
occurs when one of the outgoing nucleons remains at rest in 
the center-of-mass system (fig. 2b). 

It turned out that physical observables in the 
space-star configuration are insensitive to the behavior of 
the 2N-potential CKlo733, so this configuration is especially 

\3 

\ 

Fig. <?. Kinematical configurations in three-body reactions.-
CcO star configuration, СЬЭ collinear configuration. 
Cc> FSI-configuration, CĆO QFS-configuration. Solid 
line represents the CM- and dashed line the LAB-
tnomenta, respectively. 
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suited for studies o-f the 3N—force effects. On the other 
hand, the 3N—force should be rather large, because this 
configuration corresponds to the symmetric and compact 
situation in the interaction region where each nucleon is 
attracted by both neighbours. Due to a 3N~force, the 
expected enhancement of the cross section is of the order of 
4 "/. EMei84D at about 10 - 15 MeV incident energy. This 
result has been achieved in a simplified calculation with the 
Tucson-Melbourne 3N-potential. The expectation has been 
confirmed by a comparison of the measured cross section at 
10.3 MeV with the rigorous Faddeev calculations involving the 
Paris and Bonn potentials CSteBBD. Although no striking 
disagreement between theoretical and experimental cross 
section has been found (experimental errors are still of 8 
У.), a systematic underestimation of the cross section is 
visible and the 3N—force effect of a few percents can easily 
be tolerated by the experimental cross section described. 

The callinear configuration is interesting because it is 
closely related to the longstanding problem of the trinucleon 
charge density distribution. The charge density distri¬ 
bution, as a function of relative distance between the proton 
and the center—of-mass of the remaining pair, exhibits an 
apparent depression near the origin, unexplained by 2N—force 
models CFri81D. The breakup cross sections from the latest 
measurements in the rvd-system at 13.0 MeV EStr88D and in the 
pel-system at 14.1 MeV CKar853 reveal a distinct structure 
near the collinearity point which is not to be explained by 
the 2N—potential Faddeev calculations. 

A prevailing part of the continuum energy trinucleon 
data, however, concerns the pd and nd elastic scattering. 
High quality nd experimental cross sections compared to the 
Faddeev calculatios with separable 2N-interactions only are 
reviewed in ref. rKla863. The agreement is acceptable if one 
takes into account the rather large systematic errors in the 
absolute normalization. The same happens to the pd elastic 
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scattering <c-f. e.g. in tRauSSl), except for tne very forward 
angles, where the Coulomb e-ffect is not negligible. This is 
an indication of a mure general problem of the long r^ige 
interaction in the Faddeev formalism, which has not vet been 
exactly solved. The vector analyzing power A has been 
accurately measured for the pd system in a wide energy range 
CSpe853, while similar measurements for the nd system reach 
rather slowly that level of accuracy CKla86,How87,Rue89 3. 
Other polarization observables, like vector- and 
tensor-deuteron polarization, a*s well as few polarization 
transfer coefficients, have been measured in the pd. 
scattering only CFia73,Spe85,Kar853. The tensor polarization 
observables reveal no distinct discrepancies when compared 
with calculation based on pure 2N—potentials, contrary to the 
nucleon analyzing power A where the calculations -fail to 
reproduce the experiment. especially near extremal values 
LWit89D. Those discrepancies may also be attributed to a 
3N-force because the main component of the 3N-potential, the 
Д-excitation, couples to P-waves of the NN-system and A is 

у 
just due to a complicated interference between them. 
However, very large isospin breaking effects in P-waves have 
been found CSto883 just recently and their influence on the 
polarization observables in 3N—systems is unknown. 

A significant discrepancy in the experimental nn singlet 
scattering length, as derived from rr d —• nny and nd —• nnp 
reactions (see detailed discussion in chapter 2), has also 
been considered within the context of a 3N-force. Slaus, 
Akaishi and Tanaka suggested that a 3N-force acts in the 
final state of the rtd —• nnp reaction, while the final state 
of the n d —• m v reaction contains two strongly interacting 
particles only and is free of such contributions 
CSla82,Sla89D. The mechanism of this effect most probably 
comes from the angular dependence of the 3N-force. They 
studied the Fujita-Miyazawa 3N-force together with the RSC 
2N-potential CRei68D at extreme configurations: the neutron 
pick—up and the proton knock-on. In the neutron pick—up 
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con-figuration. typical for kinematically comoiata expe¬ 
riments, they -found an apparent e-f-fect depending, however, on 
the mass cutoff parameter Л. Far the knack—on conf igurat; on, 
typical -for inclusive .iieasurements, the effect is signi¬ 
ficantly smaller. The main consequence is that i f the theo¬ 
retical analysis neglect"; a 3N—-force* the a extracted -from 
the kini=?iTiafc i cal 1 у complete nd— breakup measurements cannot be 
taken seriously. Another explanation of the discrepancy is 
offered by Slabodrian CSlo843, who suggested the in-fluence of 
three—body interaction of magnetic origin leading to an about 
1 - 2 fin change in a. . There is, however, a weak point 
here. The 4a deduced from kinematically complete breakup 

np 
measurements does agree with that of the no-elastic 
scattering suggesting small 3N-force effects. This point 
will be discussed further in the last chapter. 

3.2. В H&a-oi&r Systems cad Fłucl&cr Matter 

In He the effect of a 3N~force on the bound state 
energy has been found to be about five times larger than in 
the case of a trinucleon CTan793. This is primarily due to 
the compact structure of the He bound stats. We can 
distinguish as many as four contributing trinucleons there, 
which provide 4 - £> MeV of additional attraction due to the 
3N-force. Things look different in odd-parity excited states 
of И&, where only one trinucleon contributes. The remaining 
P-wave nucleon is usually far away and the additional 
attraction -from the 3N-force is reduced to that of one 
trinucleon only. 

In heavier nuclei the shell model calculations of the 
structure are performed in a truncated nucleonic Hilbert 
space where an N—nucleon system is approximated by a closed 
shell core and the valence nucleons interacting with the 
field of a core and among themselves. A 3N—force can 
contribute to the following effects: (i) the simultaneous 
excitation of three valence nucleons, (ii) the core 
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excitation, <iii) the nannucleonic (t».c. Д-isabar) core 
excitation and (iv) the nonnucleanic excitation among valence 
nucleons. The situation is very complicated and distin¬ 
guishing between the true 3N—f arce (like 2п-е:<спапсь.' 
3N-force) and the three body terms arising from truncation of 
the nucleonic Hilbert space is not easy at all. Despite many 
attempts, no definite solution of the problem has been found, 
although only small effects &re expected in the energy 
spectra СС0086З. A larger e-ffect of the 3N-force has been 
found in the spin-orbit splitting for closed shell nuclei. 
The discrepancy of factor 2 appears when the experimental 
value 15 compared with the shell model calculation based on a 
2N-potential only. Inclusion of a 2.n+np-ev.change 3N-force of 
the Fujita—Miyazava type reduces this discrepancy sigr.i-fican-
tly CMar8O3. finally, an interesting improvement of the shell 
model description of the magnetic form factor of '0, due to 
the 2n-exchange 3N—force, has been reported in ref. CCoo823. 

The saturatiqn properties of nuclear matter have always 
been tested for each new model 3N—force. The inclusion of a 
3N-potential into the energy density calculation improves the 
agreement with the experimental data CC0086D. A dramatic 
dependence on the mass cutoff parameter Л, however, is 
observed. 

In view of the above discussion one can conclude that 
there exist a lot of hints about 3N-forces acting in nuclear 
systems but none of them is fully convincing. In particular, 
the magnitude of 3N-force effects is not known with the 
required degree of accuracy. Apart from the experimental 
aspects, the main problem is insufficient knowledge of the 
2N-potential. The 3N-forces always act in the presence of 
2N-forces and are at least 1 - 2 orders of magnitude weaker. 
Therefore a full understanding of the NN-interaction is 
essential. The charge dependence belongs to the most 
important questions and therefore the ambiguity in the 
nn-singlet scattering length has to be salved. 
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4. THREE-CLUSTER MODELS OF FEW-NUCLEON REACTIONS 

As already stated in the introduction the main aim of 
this work is to deduce the NN~singlet scattering length -from 
an analysis of the cross section for the nucleon induced 
**B<?-breakup reaction i.e. -from a reaction involving as many 
as 10 nucleons. In the -following discussion the selected 
aspects of -few-cluster reactions are presented with special 
consideration of quasi-two-body effects, and an appropriate 
reaction model for the analysis of the experiment is chosen. 

An exact theoretical framework for the three-body 
problem, has been developed. The Faddeev coupled integral 
equations CFad&03 as well as their workable form, the 
AGS-equations CAlt673, are equivalent to the Schrodinger 
equation. Recently, the three-nucleon problem with realistic 
local potentials for both the bound state CSas863 and 
positive energies CWitB8D has been directly solved. This was 
possible by reaching the very limits of current numerical 
methods and computer capacities. This success permits one to 
pose a question whether the Faddeev approach can be used to 
nuclear systems more complicated than a trinucłeon. 

A direct generalization of the integral equation 
method to the scattering of four or more bodies, pioneered by 
Yakubowsky CYak67] and Grassberger and Sandhas CGra673, led 
to the formulation of complete formal N-toody scattering 
theories CBen823. However, mathematical complexity increases 
with the number of bodies so dramatically that numerical 
calculations, even for as few as four bodies, are only just 
budding LFonBbl. Therefore one is forced to work with 
models, 
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At p' Э5ЙП* there- -ire thrse ways o-f ronstrin:.tinq o-f the 
T;srt:cn models. The first one, start:, nq -from the usual 
Schrodinger equation, leads to the models like Distorted Wave 
Porn Approximation, Coupled Reaction Channel-, Cftus7Q] or 
Resonating Group Method CWil77J. They have been used for 
years with a lot of success. Still they do have one 
substantial shortcoming which is the limitation to '-eactionsi 
with no more than two particles in the -final state. The 
second group of reaction models originates just from the 
approximations applied to the N—body theories. They usually 
end up with no more than th*-ee particles in the -final state, 
the motion of which is governed by AGS- lii-<? equations. The 
third group consists of phenomencioqical models. The 
Wattson-Migdal model CWat523 and the Plane Wave Ipulse 
Approximation (PWIA) belone here. Despite restriction to 
very snir-tll parts o-f the phase space, they are still used -for 
the parametrizatien of certain features of empirical cross 
sections, <ind provide useful information on the interaction 
or structure of composite particles. 

All the models mentioned Are based on one principle: 
that of the cluster Decomposition of the wave function which 
is supposed to be a sum o-f products of the internal wave 
functions of clusters and the wave functions of the external 
motion (e.g. relative to other clusters). It is assumed that 
the structure of the clusters remains unchanged in the 
scattering (though small distortions are allowed in refined 
models), and the relative motion of the clusters is due to 
the effective intercluster interactions. Provided we have 
somehow found the effective intercluster potentials, our 
N-body system is reduced tu the few-cluster system (usually 
three—cluster system) and the central problem now is finding 
the wave function of the rslative motion of clusters. This 
function will be used to calculate physical courvafcJes. 

The construction of effective intercluster potentials on 
the microscopic level is a complicated task. They should 
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imitate such -features like the Pauli repulsion, excitation 

and breakup of clusters with variable probability, starting 

-from definite energy thresholds. They should be able to bind 

the clusters to the experimentally known states and simulate 

absorption in the case of excluded channels. Therefore they 

should be energy dependent and thus nonlocal, 

A usual way of circumventing the above difficulties is 

by making use of phenomenological potentials. They usually 

have the energy independent separable form and are adjusted 

in order to fit the free cluster—cluster binding energy and 

scattering observables. This method has been successfully 

applied to the n.+p+a system at energies below the cr-particle 

breakup threshold CKoi783. The same system has also been 

analysed in terms of the hybrid model CHah853 in which the 

exchange of nucleons between clusters is taken into account 

approximately. However, the improvement reported is 

quest ionab1e. 

4.1. Quasi-Two-Body Effects in Three-Body Reactions 

Bound states, antibound (virtual) states And resonances 

generated by a two—body potential manifest themselves as the 

pcles of the corresponding T—matrix an the complex momentum 

plane. Bound and antibound states appear as the poles on the 

positive and negative imaginary semi—axes, respectively. 

Resonances produce the poles in the fourth quadrant. Since 

ths total energy is conserved in the three-body system, the 

singularities 01 the two-body subsystem are transformed into 

the singularities of the three—body transition amplitude. 

Weakly bound states, antibound states or narrow resonances, 

producing the poles close to the positive semi—axis of 

momentum, show up in the observables as strong, narrow 

structures. They are called <ftiasi-txifo—body effects. Two 

kinds of such effects, the Quasi-Free Scattering (QFS) and 

Final-State Interaction <FSI), are of particular interest in 

few—body reactions. 
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4. i. i. Quasi-Fr&e Scattering 

In the initial reaction channel the pole corresponding 
to the target bound state is responsible -for the QFS. It 
dominates the reaction amplitude in that part of the phase 
space which is selected by the QFS-kinematical con-figuration. 
In the QFS-conf iguration one -fragment o-f the target, a 
spectator, remains at rest in the laboratory system. The 
projectile scatters elastically from the second fragment, 
which has the bound state momentum distribution. The elastic 
scattering occurs half-off-shel1 and the momentum in the 
final channel, ^O(Jl? will not be consistent with that of the 
initial channel Й (fig. 3 a ) . The dominance of the bound 
state pole in the QFS-configuration entails the factorization 
of the reaction amplitude leading to the Plane Wave Impulse 
Appr o>: i mat i on: 

Э-body = t half-shell BS 
2-body ^ 

. BS 
where у represents the bound state wave function in the 
momentum representation. The PWIA model has frequently been 
used as a rough tool for the investigation o-f the bound state 
wave function in knock-on reactions at higher energies. 

In a more advanced approach to QFS, especially at the 

Fig. 3. Quasi-iwo body processes: CaO QFS, СЪЭ FSI. 
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lower energies where distortions of the relative motion in 
the initial and -final channels cease to be negligible, one 
uses the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) CCha773: 

.3 
= |<t >| s •) |T | -p, 

bo w Ą a* dO dO dE 
1 2 1 

where 

_L^A ,«. . .. . —1/2 #* < — '• T = (2L+1) • jv <r>-* <г> -у/ л(г> •* (yr)-dr 

is called the distort&d mom&ntitm distribution by analogy to 
PWIA where y/ is the Fourier trans-form o-f the bound state 
wave function. The other quantities are de-fined as fallows: 
<t > is the average half—off—shell T—matrix element, S is 
the spectroscopic factor and p is the usual phase space 
factor. The x are the wave functions of the relative motion 
qenerated by the optical potential, u> . is the bound state 

LA 
wave function, ^ is the spectator to target mass ratio and, 
J. L, Л denote the total spin, orbital angular momentum and 
its z-axis projection, respectively. 

The QFS-bump in the crass section may be subject to 
distortions caused by the long-range Coulomb force. First of 
all the charged breakup ejectile (e.g. proton) gains kinetic 
energy in the Coulomb field of the spectator, thus shifting 
the QFS-max i mum towards higher proton energy. Such an effect 
is usually included in the calculation of the distorted Naves 
properly. There is, however, an effect not included in the 
standard DWIA. The impinging charged particle transfers the 
momentum to the target and shifts the bound state momentum 
distribution before the QFS takes place CAss7O3 . The QFS-
maximLim is also shifted along the three-body kinematics, as 
it reflects just the bound state momentum distribution. This 
effect can be interpreted in the configuration space as 
admixture of higher configurations in the target bound state. 
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4.1.2. Final-State Interaction 

The resonances and virtual states o-f the two-body 
T-matrix show up in the -final state of the breakup react i o.-
as the Final State Interaction structures (FBI). Near thra 
FSI-maximum the reaction amplitude can be factori2ed to a 
good approximation; 

т - TFSI 

Э-body prod 2—body 

The first term is called the production amplitude and the 
second one is the two—body T—matrix of the interacting pair 
in the final state. They are diagramatically represented in 
fig. 3b. Such a decomposition of the breakup amplitude is 
known as the Watson-Migdal model <WM) CWat523. Further 
simplification of the above expression may be obtained by 
putting the production amplitude T , as constant. This 

prod 
assumption is quite good in the close neighbourhood of the 
kinematical FSI-condition. 

An interesting case of FSI occurs when two nucleons 
appear among breakup reaction products. Since the low—energy 
nucleon-nucleon interaction is dominated by the 3-wave 
scattering, one expects an influence from the deuteron bound 
state ( S —wave -for the np— system) and from the ant i bound 
state ( S —wave). Then the Watson—Migdal cross section о 
reads: 

.3 vu 2nm. 
I prod Г Nl I T 3 I 2 - F 3 

dO dO dE *•• ' *"*~ N N prod N N 
1 2 1 

The p is the ordinary phase space factor and m. and h>? are 
о о 

the mass and momentum of the projectile. The enhancement 
factor F , derived from the NN-amplitude, may be related to 

NN 
the effective range r and scattering length a parameters, 
utilizing the effective range expansion 
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F NN (-l/a +r 
NN NN 

with a - (ł+/l-2rTo )/r and ftx being the nuci ean-nuc lean 
NN NN NN ч 

relative momentum. This simple expression, however, is of 
great practical importance, as it makes possible the 
extraction of the neutron-neutron scattering length from 
breakup experiments. 

When applied to kinematically complete measurements o-f 
the nd —> nnp reaction, results of the Watson-Migdal model 
are very close to those obtained from the Faddeev analysis. 
It has been shown in ref. CWic821 that this is not 
accidental. The factorisation of ths Faddeev-amplitude near 
the FSI maximum can be strictly derived -for separable 
two-body interactions. 

Although it is expected that this statement should applv 
to F'£I in any kind of three-body reaction (e.g. aBe —<> 

nn £te> , the best proof may be provided by a direct comparison 

of the Watson—Migdal model prediction with that of 

Faadeev-like equations resulting from the three-body 

approximation (n+n+ Bo) applied to the ION—system. In this 

case the effective n fie—potential should reflect the whole 

complexity of that system, as discussed at the beginning of 

this section, and its derivation would lead to problems 

reaching far beyond the scope of the present work. In our 

specific problem the effective interactions may become fairly 

simplified. The rtn—potential should merely reproduce the 

same scattering parameters as those used in the Watson—Migdal 

model while the remaining n Be-potential, providing the 

background amplitude in the nn—FSI configui-atioo, «ay be 

chosen in a quite simple way, by neglecting such properties 

as energy dependence and absorption. Faddeev-like calcu¬ 

lations with such interactions obviously will not provide an 
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-absolut;? ••••3'•_•£? ot the crass sect ion, but the rcam point a» 

mcerest i =•; the shape at the FSI~peak. An example of such 

invest igat ions w i l l be presented in chapter 5. 
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5. ^BE-SREAKUP REACTIONS - EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The discussion in chapter 2 showed that the nn—singlet 
scattering lengths is known, with sufficiently small 
experimental uncertainty, from only two reactions: n~d —• 
tiny, and nd. —• nnp. The values obtained are clearly 
divergent, thus making room -for speculations concerning the 
3N—force effect. Those results, however, refer to very light 
systems with only two or three nucleons in the final state. 
Therefore it would be highly desirable to measure a in 
reaction which is significantly different. One way to do so 
is by using the three—body reaction with two neutrons and a 
heavy spectator particle in the final state CSla833. 
Un-f ortunately, the choice of such reactions is very limited. 
As a matter of fact there зге only three reactions to be 
considered: n Be —• nn Se, п. С —• nn С and n О —» nn O. 

The low binding energy <1.665 MeV) of the valence 
p -neutron in Be makes this nucleus a particularly good 
candidate for such an investigation, because the expected 
effect of the 3N—force in the n Be —• nn Be reaction should 
be rather small. This statement is confirmed by the 
calculation of the 3N—force effect on binding energy of He 
CTan793. It turned out that it is just the p -nucleon that 
in the excited 
section 3.2.2). 
in the excited state of He does not contribute at all <cf 

The Be nucleus plus one neutron may be considered a 
•fou»—-body system, n+n+ort-a, if the neutron kinetic 
centre-af-mass energy does not exceed about 12 MeV, which is 
equivalent to the 18 MeV excitation energy of the 
corresponding ION—system <cf. fig. 4). However, due to the 
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.lifetime cf the Be ground st-ate <si:< orders o-f 

intermediate 
2 nnq 
magnitude longer than the reaction time), an 
'Бе +n+n system can be, to a good approximation, regarded as 

gs 
a three-body -final state. In addition, there are only a -few 
competing channels open in the ION—system below the 18 MeV 
excitation energy threshold. Strong quasi-two-body e-f-fects 
should be expected because o-f a large neutron spectroscopic •factor o-f Be ge 0.58 CCoh673, and very low binding energy. 

a) 

8 L i * p • n" ' 
7 L i *d* n 

6 L i 

'Li * p -

5He*aTi4" 
8Be*2n-
2o*2n/ 

10 Be 

b) 
7 B e + d * n 

7 L i * d * p 

Li 

Li 
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L i • u •»- u 
5He + a + p 
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2o • p • n 
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0 

Fig. 4. Scheme of thj& reaction tthresholds for the 1O 

1O 
Be and 

В tON systems. The arrows indicate ex.cita.tion 
energies chosen in the experiments. 
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Bombardement of the Be nuclei with protons leads to the 
isospin. rotated reaction p^Be —• pnaBe , which should have 

gs 
the same mechanism as the former reaction n Be —• nn Be . 
However5 in this case the extracted pa—singlet scattering 
length can be compared with the one known -from the pn—elastic 
scattering. A satisfactory agreement can prove the useful— 
ness of the n Be —• nn Be reaction for the determination of 
i a. nn 

As has been already pointed out in section 4.1, the 
region of the three—body phase space most sensitive to the 
scattering length is the FSI-configuration. Two nucleons 
there are emitted collinearly with the relative momentum 
close to zero and interact for a long time. The shape of the 
FSI-enhancement in the cross section is mainly determined by 
the scattering length. It is interesting to note that, the 
scattering length can be deduced just from the width of the 
FSI-резк. This method eliminates most of the systematic 
errors connected with the experimental normalization and 
makes possible use of the Watson-Migdal model which does not 
provide the absolute value of the cross section. 

The quasi-free-scattering configuration (QFS) can be 
used for the determination of the effective range parameter 
(e.g. CWit8O3). Unfortunately, the effective range mainly 
influences the absolute value of the cross section, so its 
determination is possible only if the absolute value of the 
cross section is correctly predicted by means of the 
theoretical anal /sis. Such a situation appears only in the 
three nucleon sybtem analysed with the Faddeev equations. 
Thus, the QFS—bump in the cross section of the nucleon 
induced Be—breakup reactions cannot be used for the 
determination of the effective range parameter. 
Nevertheless, beside the FSI-enhancement, the QFS must be 
present in a breakup reaction and the presence of the strong 
QFS—bump in the cross section becomes an additional dynamical-
proof for the three-body character of the reaction mechanism. 
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There is hardly any experimental information available 
on the nuclear» induced PBe breakup reactions CAjzSAD and the 
two experiments, described in the -following section, are the 
-first ones aiming at the extraction o-f the nucl eon—nucleon 
scattering length parameters. They have been performed at 
the Dynamitron Tandem Laboratory in Bochum. As in both cases 
the kinematics wae nearly identical, the results can be 
easily compared. 

5.1. The p'Be —• от? Be React i. on. 
9» 

Ф 8 
The p Be —• prx Be measurement was carried out at the 

proton energy of 7.5 MeV CBodS8D. A pulsed beam of the 
protons (pulse width 0.8 ns, 5 MHz repetition rate) impinged 
on a self-supporting Be target (250 цд/cm ) in the centre of 
a scattering chamber. Two detector tracts were employed, 
each consisting of a silicon surface barrier (SB) detector 
for the protons and an NE213 scintillation detector placed 
behind for detecting the neutrons. These two systems were 
installed at в = ±30° coplanar on both sides of the beam. 
The SB detectors 500 ^m thick and of the active area of 300 
mm each were placed at a distance of 20 cm from the target 
(fig. 5). The energy of the neutrons was measured by the 
time-of-flight (TOF) technique. The sizes of the neutron 
detectors placed 250 cm from the target were 1О"0х2" and 
4"0x3", resulting in energy resolutions better than 5 "/. and 6 
7., respectively. The protons were identified with the help 
of the E-TOF method. An excellent discrimination against 
other charged particles was achieved in the energy range of 
0.3 to 5 MeV. For j'-suppression, the two-dimensional 
n/y-discrimination was applied СBan873 which allowed for an 
almost unambiguous neutron identification above the neutron 
energy threshold of 1 MeV. 

The p-n coincidences between each proton and neutron 
detectors were recorded, thereby allowing -for simultaneous 
measurement of the cross section in both rtp-FSI and rvp-QFS 
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9Bel250/jg/cm2) 

p-75MeV 

200nA. pulsed 

Si (SB) 
300 mm2 *1mm 

9 e 
Fig. 5. Lay-out of the BeCp,prO Be experiment. 

9« 

con-figurations. The corresponding three body kinematics are 

shown in -figs. 6a and 6b. Random coincidences were measured 

simultaneously by observing the events -from two subsequent 

beam bursts. A two-stage stabilization of the high voltages 

of the photomultiplier tubes CBanB73 prevented gain drifts. 

The absolute efficiencies of the neutron detectors, as 

functions of energy, were taken from the Monte—Carlo 

simulations confirmed in several points in an independent 

experiment (associated particle method) CBan873. 

The two-dimensional representation of the p-n 

coincidences, corresponding to the detectors arranged in-line 

(FSI—configuration). is given in fig. 7 with three 

characteristic regions of enhancement. The most pronounced 
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Fig. 6. Three-body kinematics for- the 

reaction: Co.} HH-FSl configxiratiort. 
B 

•JS 

NN-QFS 
configurat ion. E represent LAB~energies of 

outgoing nucleons while £ is their relative energy. 

E is the LAB-energy of recoiling Be. 

one (a) covers the kinematical locus o-f the reaction 

B&Cp,pnS> Be . In the lower left corner one observes а о + 
n + ex + a. continuum <b> . The third enhancement (c) is due to 
the three-stage sequential reaction t>B&Cp,nJi>B CaO> —<• 
5 4 2" ̂ ^ 

Li Cp2 He. The events (a) have been projected onto the 
proton energy axis. The background of random coincidences 
(almost negligible), the efficiencies of neutron detectors as 
well as the absorption of the neutrons on the path between 
the target and the NE213 scintillator have been corrected. 
The final spectrum, together with errors, is shown in fig. 
8a. It exhibits a pronounced FSI-peak. The same procedure 
was applied for the coincidences of the second detector 
system with practically the same result. 

The events corresponding to the coplanar arrangement of 
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Op = 0n = 30\Фрп=0 

I 
с 

LU 

7. Scatter plot of n~p coincidences with three distinct 
regions of enhancement: CcO n+p-+ Be final state, 

g» 
Cb} n+p+o»+ot fragmentation, СсУ three-step sequential 
process: BeCp,nS> В СсО —• *Li 

the neutron and proton detectors 
configuration) were also processed. 

{ф = 1ВСГ 
pn 

The obtained 

, QFS-

spectriMB 

(•fig. 8b) consists ot a QFS—bump and a narrower peak at: the 
high energy side, due to the &Be neutron unbound state. 

5. 2. The n Be nn Be Reaction 
9* 

The experiment was carried out at the neutron -facility 
of the Bochum University CBan87]. The layout o* the 
experiment is presented in fig. 9. A pulsed quasi-
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Fig. 3. Spectra of n~p 
coirxcidences along the 
kin&matical loci pro¬ 
jected onto the proton 
energy axis: Cc~> np-FSI 
configuration; lines re¬ 
present tfxe Watson- Mig¬ 
dal model fit, СЪЭ пр-
QFS configxiration; da¬ 
shed I me is the DWIA 
calculation while the 
solid line is the DWIA 
calculation shifted ar¬ 
bitrarily to simulate 
the Coulomb distortion 
of the bound state. 

monoenerget i с beam o-f neutrons (pulse width 1.2 ns, 
repetition rate 5 MHz) with energy E = 10.3 MeV (0.6 MeV 

о 
FWHM, average intensity Э-Ю^-Б" 1) was collimated on the 
disc-shaped 2"0 x 1/2" metallic beryllium target. Neutrons 
emerging from the target were detected by four NE213 liquid 
scintillation detectors arranged in two identical groups at 
в = ±30° on either side o-f the beam. Each group consisted 
of two detectors: an annular detector, 40 mm thick with an 
inner/outer diameter of 12O/240 mm CBod863, and a second one 
(190mm 0 x 80 mm) located in line behind. As it is extremely 
difficult to measure two neutrons in coincidence flying in 
the same direction, the annular detectors (fig. 10) were 
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morały 

OS 10» 

Fig. 9. Layo\it of the BeCrx,nrO Be experiment. 
9* 

invented especially to this purpose. They provide 
sufficiently large solid angles and efficiency. The 
distances of the detectors of either group from the target 
were 1 m and 2 m, respectively. Such an arrangement of two 
detectors, one behind the other in line allows us to detect 
the тг-coincidences with a minimum relative energy of 2O keV. 
In addition, coincidences of neutrons in one of the detectors 
of one group and one of the detectors of the other group 
correspond to a QFS-configuration which is symmetric with 
respect to the beam. 

Due to the passive target (target does not provide 
signals from recoiling charged particles) no target 
coincidence condition was available - in contrast to the 
measurements of HCn.nrOp. This poses severe background 
problems. In addition the differential cross section is 
smaller by a factor of at least 10 (< O.I яЬ/sr*) for 
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multiplier bose 

photomuldplier 

Fig. tO. Construction of 
the annular detector 

ВеСп.ппЭ Be than for H(n,nnJ>p reaction. The main problem 
are the random coincidences caused by the room background and 
cross—talk between the detectors arranged in—line. This 
background was suppressed by a massive shielding of brass, 
steel and water. The electronics coupled to detectors 
consisted of stardard fast—slow modules and has been 
described elsewhere CBan87D. Fig. 11 shows a simplified 
scheme of electronic circuitry. It provided an almost 
perfect y/n discrimination above the neutron energy of 1 MeV 
and a good long-term gain stability of the linear branches. 
The master coincidence signal was defined by a n—n 
coincidence between any two of the four neutron detectors. 
Six parameters per event were recorded (for the two detectors 
in coincidence the linear dynode signals, the pulse-shape 
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rfHvWST*}-

Fig. ii. Electronics servicing the *BeCn,nn>eBe experiment. 

information PSE for later off-line analysis, and the 

time-of-f 1 ight (TOF) signals). Neutrons elastically 

scattered from Be were measured simultaneously in one 

detector for normalization. The TOF signals were re-ferred to 

the RF-signal derived from the buncher. Deadtine was checked 

by feeding stabilized LED-pulses into all detectors. The 

flux of the neutron beam as well as its time structure were 

monitored on-line. 
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two-dimensional TOF scatter plot of the •an. 

coincidences between a ring detector (n. ) and o-f the detector 
placed behind it (a ), after of-f-line reduction, is shown in 
•fig. 12. There is a clear enhancement o-f coincidences along 
the kinematical 

в 
locus o-f the three-body reaction 

Q в 
BeCn.nrO Be . In the lower left corner one observes a weak 

ge 
continuum corresponding to the n. + n + a + a final state and, 
partially, due to the background. Events along straight 
lines parallel to the axes are due to the neutrons 
elastically scattered on Be to one detector and coinciding 
with a random pulse in the second one. The events within the 
kinematical band (a-fter conversion to energy) were projected 
on the n -energy axis. The background corrected spectrum for 
the FSI-conf iguration is shown in fig. 13a. Again a 
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Fig. 13. Spectra of nn-
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kinematical loci projec¬ 
ted onto the neutron 
energy axis: <T<x> nn-FSI 
configuration; solid li¬ 
ne represents the Wat-
son-Migdal model fit, 
СЬЭ nn—QFS configu¬ 
ration; solid line is 
the DW1A calculation. 

pronounced FSI-peak is the only structure seen in the 
spectrum. 

The events of the second detector group were processed 
in the same way. The -final spectrum looks essentially the 
same, except -for poorer statistics due to a higher light 
output threshold in the second ring detector. A similar 
procedure was also applied to the coincidences oł neutrons 
detected in annular detectors o-f both groups. The 
coincidences correspond to the QFS-COn-f iguration. The 
projected spectrum exhibits a QFS-bump and is presented in 
fig. 13b. 
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The efficiencies of the neutron detectors were measured 
by the assoctiat »d psrtiole method by utilising a C/ 
•fission source in separate experiments which will be 
published elsewhere. 

The spectra obtained in this way are biased with several 
experimental factors. The effects of finite geometry that 
cannot be neglected, poor energy resolution, multiple 
scatterings in a thick tarcet and the energy dependent 
efficiency o-f neutron detectors modify the shape of the 
spectrum <?nd cannot be uniquely disentangled. Thus, a direct 
comparison with the theory i-s not justified. The only 
solution of this problem is to fold the theoretical cross 
section with all these experimental factors and then compare 
it with the empirical spectrum. The most reliable method is 
the Monte-Carlo simulation of the experiment. The event 
generator should have the probability distribution af the 
theoretical cross section. The influence of finite geometry. 
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multiple» scattering, and detector efficiencies on the shape 

of the F5I-peak generated by the Watson-^i odai model was 

thoroughly 'rtudisd by the Monte-Carlo sisnulation. To this 

purpose a special Monte-Csrlo simulation code was developed 

LBadQ51. The effects mentioned above were selectively 

switched o-f-f one by one in the Monte-Carlo simulation. The 

result can be seen in fig. 14. It is interesting to note 

that their total ef-fect is small. This favourable situation 

is unique for the reaction & BeC n, nró* Be at about 10 MeV. 

This is due to the unusual behavior of the multiple 

scattering correction which tends to narrow the width of the 

FSI-peak and nearly cancels the broadening due to finite 

geometry. This behavior of the multiple scattering 

correction is caused by a strong resonance structure in the 

elastic scattering o-f neutrons from B& at E = 2.75 MeV. 

Thus, neglecting the above corrections in the analysis would 

lead to an error of the scattering length less than 0.4 fm. 

5.3. Th&oreticctl analysis 

In the two experiments the final state of the reaction 

consists of four particles n + p + ot + a and n + n + a + ou, 

However, by inspecting the two-dimensional spectra of 

coincidences (cf. figs. 7 and 12) one can see that a 

prevailing part of the four—body amplitude belongs to the 
8 0 three—body partitions n + p + Be and n + n + Be . In 

ge gs 

consequence, the events strongly populate the corresponding 

kinematical loci. This is certainly related to the large 

value of the neutron spectroscopic factor (О.58) of B& and 
в s* 

to the long lifetime a-f Be and it confirms the assumption 
about the three—body character of B©—breakup. Moreover, no 
statistically significant contributions from other sequential 
mechanisms superimposed onto the nucleon-nucleon FSI and QFS 
structures are observed (cf. figs. 8 and 33). The neutron 
unbound excited states o-f B» would manifest themselves as 
narrow peaks. 
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5.3.1. Th& QFS configuration 

The shape of the pronounced bump in the cross section, 
measured in the QFS-conf i gurati on, was described by the DWIA 
model (cf. paragraph 4.1.1). The -form -factor, which is 
essentially the P -wave function of Be , was calculated 

3/2 дв 
with the real pert of the Woods-Saxon optical potential where 
the geometry parameters (r = 1.4 -fm, a = 0.62 fm) and the 

о 
strenoth of the spin—orbit term <V = 5.0 MeV) were taken 

so 
from the Perey—Perey compilation EPer7&3. The depth o-f the 
central part (V = 40.67 MeV) was changed to V = 32.5 MeV in 
order to reproduce the neutron binding energy o-f the target. 
The distorted waves of the relative motion in the entrance 
and exit channels were generated by the original optical 
potential of ref. LPer763. The depth o-f the surface 
imaginary part of this potential is W = 22.2 MeV. As the 
DWIA is not expected to reproduce the absolute value of the 
cross section at such low energies, the calculated cross 
section was arbitrarily normalized to -fit the e:<peri mental. 
spectrum (tig. 8b). In the case of the В&Ср,рти> В& 

gs 
reaction the finite proton energy resolution (FWHM about 100 
keV) was included by folding a gaussian function with the 
theoretical cross section. The effect is practically 
negligible. An overall agreement is good except -for a distinct shift 
of the QFS-maximum as compared to the kinematical 
QFS-condition (minimum spectator energy). Similar effects 
were already observed in other reactions and explained as due 
to the Coulomb force (cf. section 4.1.1) which are not 
included in the standard DU IA calculations. It is surprising 
that despite these defects the DWIA works at all at the 
incident energy of 7.5 MeV. The explanation of this fact may 
be the extremely low neutron binding energy (1.665 MeV) which 
makes the ratio of the binding energy to the incident energy 
pretty small. 



The theoretical nn-BFS cross section was calculated in 

the same way as that Q-f np~QFS. The? parameters of the 

pctentials generating the bound state wave function as well 

as the distorted waves were exactly the same as in case of 

the p+n+ B& -svstem. The calculated crass section was then 

folded with experimental e-ffects (finite geometry, multiple 

scatterings, efficiency o-f detectors) using the Monte—Carlo 

method described and is represented by a solid line in -fig. 

lib. The characteristic Coulomb shift of the QFS-maximum, 

observed in the p+n+ Be -system, is absent here and the 

position of the maximum of the experimental cross section 

agrees well with the kinematical QFS—condition. 

It should be pointed out that the good reproduction of 

the shape o-f the strong OFS-structures by DWIA calculations 

for a nucleon induced £te-breakup reaction was achieved. 

This is a consequence of the fact that the reaction i-s 

dominated by a three—body mechanism. 

5.3.2. The FSI configuration 

A theoretical analysis o-f the FSI—cross section -for both 
л g О О 

BeCp,pnJ Be and BeCn,nnJ> Be reactions was performed 
utilizing the Wafcson-Miqd&l model (cf. section 4.1.2). As 
usual, it was assumed that the production amplitudes are 
constant in the range of the FSI-enhancement. 

The cross section formula for the p+r\+ Be final state 
' 1 I 9 g*3 contains six parameters: а. , г . a , r . overall r,p- n p гчр" np' 

normalization factor and the singlet-to-triplet strength. In 
the process of fitting the theoretical curve to the 
experimental data the relative singlet-to-triplet strength as 
well as the absolute over Jl 1 normalization -factor were 
treated as free parameters. It turned Out that the fits are 
not sensitive to the triplet state scattering parameters so 
the values of aa = 5.41 fm and ar =1.75 fm, taken from 

np np 
CL.om74D, were kept constant. The remaining two parameters 
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>!*« , V } were varied in intervals (--2<? fm, -20 fm> and 
np r,p 

П.В Frr-, 3.8 fra), respectively. The outcome is given in -fig. 
As a function Ы ±a. np" the exhibits -flat but 

distinct minimum, the position o-f which varies slowly with 
V , and even for drastic changes of this parameter (± 50 
percent) remains within its uncertainty limits. Assuming the 
-free np-scatrtering value V =2.76 fro ELom743, one finally 

np 
receives *os = -23.2*1"* fm. The procedure was repeated for 

rip - l . <J 
the spectrum at the same angle ©, = 3O° but collected with 

E 

Q. 
С > i 

<в; 

' • • - • • з Г 

-22 -20 

/5. Plot of x /d&g- -of-freedom, from. the Wat son-Mi gdta.1 
model fit to the np data.. The broken line gives the 
minimum values as a /-unction of *r , the cross 

np 
section corresponds to the value obtained from, the 
np-elastic scattering. 
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the second detector set. It yielded the result: 
fm. The weighted mean of the two values is 

-24.8 

rip 
« - 2 3 . 8 + t l fm. 

- 1 . 2 

• * . а 
- 2 . О 

In the case of the n+n+eBe final state only the 
g* 
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Fig.- 16. Plot of x from th& Wat sort-Mi gdal model fit to tt\e 
rtn data. Hatched areas C«x> and СЪ} represent the 
values Cuiith. -uncertainties} dedxtced from, nd —• nnp 
and n~d —• nny reactions* respectively. Thick. line 
follows the minimum values of the x —sxurface, uhil* 
dashed lines mark one standard deviation Сregion c>. 
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singlet mi-state contributes and the Watson-Migdal model 
•formula has three parameters: the overall normalization 
•factor, La and *r . This formula was incorporated into 
the Monte-Carlo simulation procedure accounting for 
experimental -factors (finite geometry, inultiple scatterings, 
efficiency) as previously described. The simulation was 
performed for 50 different combinations of a and r in 
the intervals (-22 jm, -12 fm) and (2.1 fm, 3.2 fm), 
respectively. The normalisation factor of each simulated 
spectrum was then fitted to the experimental one. The 
contour plot of the resulting ^-surface is presented in fig. 
16. It shows a deep minimum around a = -16.6 fm 

nn 
practically independent of 4r . The value łr = 2.65 fm 

nn nn according to CWit803 leads to *a = -16.6*11 fm. The ^ nn -i. а 
similar analysis of the spectrum measured with the second 
detector set yielded a = —16.3 ' fm. The estimation of 

nn -i. 5 
the systematic uncertainty gives less than 0.4 fm. Finally, 
the weighted mean value deduced from the BeCiXb-nrO Be 

ge 
reacts on is 

a = -16.5 fm. 
nn -i. 1 

5.4. Faddiee\> Calculations 

As it has bean already pointed out, the Watson-Migdal 
model is a reliable tool for the extraction of the scattering 
length from kinematically complete experiments. In order to 
obtain further confirmation cf this statement the shape of 
the FSI-enhancement as coming from the Watson-Migdal model 
was compared with that from microscopic calculation. With 
this in mind, the momentum space Amado-Lovelace equations 
(derived from AGS-equations CKoi78D> in the model space of 
three particles п+п+ЯВ& interacting via separable 
potentials rank-1 were solved. In the n-n subsystem a 
standard Yamaguchi-type form factor CYam543 



g(p) = У 
(ft + p /2ц) 

was applied with parameters у and ,-? adjusted to reproduce the 
assumed nn-scattering parameters and with p being the 
relative momentum. The nn-ir,teraction was limited to the 
S —wave. In the n- B& subsystem the procedure was 

<J9 

different because the unbound nature of Be prevents a 
direct elastic scattering experiment and a standard method of 
adjusting the form -factor parameters to experimental 
phase-shifts has to fail. In this case the form factor of 
the P -interaction was constructed using the relation 

3/2 

between, the bound state wave -function and the form factor of 
the separable potential generating it: 

This expression is exact for separable interaction rank 1. 
The n— Be -wave function was Generated in the same way as in 

•3 s DWIft calculations. The Fourier transform and the application 
o+ the shove relationship led to the form factor defined 
numerically far real values of the momentum p. Other partial 
waves in the n- Be subsystem were ignored. The integral 

9* 
equations were solved according to the Fuda-Stuivenberg 
method CFud743, which is especially well suited for form 
factors defined numerically on the real axis. To this 
purpose some parts of the Stuivenberg's code have been 
adopted CStu8l3. The calculations were performed for several 
sets of the (*а , V ) values. Fig. 17 shows an example. 

n г nn 
Contributions from the main (n-n) and the background in- Bo) 
amplitudes are presented separately. The Watson-Migdal cross 
section multiplied by an arbitrary factor is also shown for 
comoarison. Although the chosen model of the P -
interaction is very simple and obviously does not exhaust the 
entire effective n-BBe potential, it makes possible the 

9* a 
observation of the influence of the п.— В& amplitude on the 
nn-enhancement. The effect is small and can account for at 
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Fig. 17. Fadde&v calculation of the nn-FSl cross sec t ion for 

the n Be —• nn Be reac t ion. Solid line represents 
9я 

the full calculation, dashed and dash-dotted lines 
correspond to the main- and the background- ampli¬ 
tudes, respectively. The Watson-Migdal model cross 
sec t ion. Cdotted line} normalized at the maximum to 
the Faddeex) calculation is given for comparison. 

most 0.4 fm in the scattering length when the Watson-Migdal 
model is used instead of the Faddeev calculations. Since 0.4 
fm is significantly less than the experimental uncertainties, 
the values obtained with the Watson-Migdal model will be kept 
unchanged: 

a = -23. 8**-* fm, np -i. z = -16.5+1-° fm. -t. i 



6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

The singlet scattering length is a basic parameter of 
the NN—interaction at low energies. It is important to know 
the accurate values of this parameter for all three charge 
combinations of the NN-system (pp, np, an). The differences 
between them are a measure of the violation of the isospin 
conservation principle due to the interaction between the 
constituents of nucleons. Despite» over five decades of 
intensive investigation the a. and a have not reached a 

pp «r» t 
necessary level of accuracy. The problem of a, is of 

pp 
theoretical nature because no reliable separation af the 
direct electromagnetic effect from the pp—elastic scattering 
data has been achieved. The solution of this problem should 
be left to theoreticians. The situation with a is 
different. Due to the lack of a direct rm—scattering 
experiment a. has been deduced from nuclear reactions with 
two free neutrons in the final state. However, the most 
accurate results from two different reactions are . distinctly 
divergent: -18.5 t 0.4 fm from n'd —» nny and -16.9 ±0.6 fm 
from nd. —• nnp. 

In order to shed some more light onto this discrepancy 
it has been proposed to measure *a in a reaction which is 
dynamically different from those previously used. To this 
purpose the experiments on the two reactions: 9ВеСр,рпЭ Be 

o e ** and ВеСп,гхЮ В& have been designed and performed. The ge 
analysis of the cross section in the np—FSl configuration, 
measured in a complete kinematics, yields 

xa = -23.8 ± 1.1 fm 
np 
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and is in excellent agreement with the values known -from the 
np-elastic scattering <-23.7l9 ± О.О13 fm) and for the 
pd-breakup reactions <<Ła > = -23.34 ± 0-32 f m) . The value 

np 
of ła deduced from the reaction BeCn.nrO Be , 

nn ge 
*a = -16.5 ± 1.0 fm 

very well agrees with the values extracted from kinematically 
comnlete measurements of nd—breakup reactions << a > = —16.4 

nn 
± 0.3 fm). This once again confirms a striking discrepancy 
between the nd —• nnp <<xa > = -16.9 ±0.6 fm) and the n~d 

nn 
* > = -18.34 ± 0.31 -fm) results. The arouments 
nn 

that just the last value is proper one have recently been 
repeated C£la89^. The idea as essentially the same as in the 
earlier wori- CSlaQ21: a 3N~force should affect the shape of 
the nn-FSI cross section in a different way, depending upon 
the emission angle ot the interacting pair. This leads to 
biased values of *л when the analysis neglects the 

Г1Г1 

3N—-force. 

However, several points in that explanation seem 
doubtful: The nostulcted 3N-force effect on the a is 3 -

nn 
5 times larger than the result obtained by Meier and Glóckle 

] with the Tucson-Melbourne 3N-force acting in both the 

initial and the final reaction channels, while the authors of 

ref. CSli»89!] considered a simple Fujita-Miyazawa 3N—force 

acting in the final state only. In addition, they verified 

the calculated a. by comparing them with the experimental 
nn 

values deduced from the kinematical1 у incomplete measurements 
of the rxd— breakup reaction, which were chosen somewhat 
arbitrarily. The original analyses are highly model 
dependent and the published values cover entire interval of 
about 10 fm. 

The hypothesis of Slaus at al. is inconsistent with the 
results of the experiments described in this work. The 
deduced value of a does ful ly agree with that of the 

np 
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n.p~ elastic scattering and the kinematical 1 у complete 
pd-breakup measurements, while a only agrees with those of 

nn 
the kinematical1 у complete measurements. The discrepancy of 
a. -from n d— capture persists (cf. fig. 18). Huwever, there 
is no a priori reason why a 3N—farce should disturb the cross 
section in the nn-FSI тахшил without affecting the n.p-FSI, 
in other words, why the a deduced from the kinematical1 у 

nn 
complete measurements should be discarded and the a. should 

np 
not? 

When inspecting the values of the singlet scattering 
length extracted from different breakup experiments, that 
span the systems of three to 10 nucleons, one finds that they 
are statistically consistent, for both a and a . This 

np nr, 
would suggest rather small effects cf a 3N-force in the 
FSI-configuration, since the same 3N-force effects in so 
dynamically different systems as 3N and ION are hardly to be 
expected. Minor effects like these predicted in re-f. CMeiS43 
cannot be excluded. Still, the value of a. from the n~d —• 

nn 
nny reaction is based on two measurements carried out by the 
same group with partially the same apparatus. Also the 
argument that the reaction n'd —• nny is not influenced by a 
three-body force should be taken with caution, as the initial 
state consists of three hadrons. 

In view of those considerations it should be assumed 
that the weighted mean value deduced from breakup reactions 

\z = -16.* ± 0.3 in 

is closer to reality. This assumption has one i«portant 
consequence: the effect of the charge independence breaking 
in the singlet scattering length, 

*a - \x = 7.3 ± 0.3 fm, 
nn np 

is about 40 percent larger compared to 5.3 ± 0.4 f« 
calculated with the previously "recommended" value of *a 
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and requires a theoretical explanation. 

Fig. 18. NN-singlet scat taring Length d&d-uc&d from, different 

systems. A is t< e mass number of the system.. 

In -future studies of the nn-singlet scattering length 

one should aim, o-f course, at performing a direct 

nn-scattering experiment. When that will happen is hardly 

predictable. A simpler and more promising way of determining 

the a is by using the nci-breakup reaction, as the rigorous 



Faddeev calculations, simultaneously including realistic 2N-

and 3N-potentials, are underway CWit89a3. The strength of 

3N-force could be -fixed by comparing the calculated and 

measured observables in the configurations which are 

especially sensitive to 3N-farce (collinearity, star). Then 

the singlet scattering length may be extracted -from the 

np-FSI and rm-FSI cross sections measured in a dedicated 

kinematically complete experiment. The experiment should be 

designed in such a way as to minimize the systematic errors. 
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